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NEW YORK: HopStop, a pioneer in
offering transit directions in major cities,
disappeared in October - not because it
failed, but because Apple bought it and
shut it down after putting its engineers
to work building Apple’s own transit-
navigation service. That feature went live
on Apple Maps in September, narrowing
a major feature gap with Google Maps.
Such transit services offer you naviga-
tion routes via train and bus, usually
based on published transit schedules.
Some also offer limited real-time arrival
information. Although Apple’s transit
service doesn’t cover as many cities as
HopStop and Google Maps, it has its
strengths, including improvements in
getting you to and from subway sta-
tions. Here’s a look at how Apple Maps,
Google Maps and a few smaller rivals
stack up in this respect.

Apple Maps
Apple is expanding its transit service

gradually. In the US, it’s currently limited

to Baltimore, Boston, Chicago, New York,
Philadelphia, the San Francisco Bay area
and Washington, DC. It also covers Berlin,
London, Mexico City, Sydney and Toronto,
plus more than 300 cities in China.
Coverage areas include some suburbs.
Where Apple has gone further is in send-
ing teams to map out subway stations.
Rival mapping services typically use a sta-
tion’s center point to offer walking direc-
tions to and from the station. Given that
stations can stretch for blocks, this
approach can mean more walking if
there’s a closer entrance just around the
corner. Apple Maps can direct you to that
closer entrance - and to a specific subway
exit with directions that reflect the word-
ing you’d see on signs within the station.
You get better directions as a result -
unless you’re looking at a sprawling sub-
way station that serves multiple routes.
Apple might direct you to an exit on a dif-
ferent platform, potentially leading you
on a maze-like journey through tunnels
and up or down stairs. Sometimes it’s easi-

er just to use the closest exit and walk
aboveground.

Google Maps
Google has been offering transit direc-

tions longer. Google Maps now covers
public transit in hundreds of cities on
every continent except Antarctica. In
California alone, it works in about 70 cities
- even Yosemite National Park. Google
also covers more devices. While Apple
Maps requires an iPhone, iPad or Mac,
Google Maps has an Android app and
works on other devices through a Web
browser. Even on Macs, Apple Maps
requires a dedicated app. But Google
Maps doesn’t offer precise directions to
station entrances and exits. And while
Google Maps recently updated its
Android app to offer directions without
an Internet connection, that’s limited to
driving directions.

Moovit
Moovit gets the same official data

from transit agencies that Apple and
Google Maps get. But it supplements
that with crowdsourcing, a fancy term
for free labor from people around the
world. Volunteers improve coverage by
adding information on bus routes and
schedules from smaller transit agencies
that don’t provide mapping data.
Moovit now covers 800 cities world-
wide. Moovit is particularly good at
accounting for service changes and dis-
ruptions. New York’s transit agency, for
instance, provides warnings about such
changes, but the timetables aren’t auto-
matically updated. As a result, Google
and Apple will sometimes direct you to
a subway that skips a particular stop,
while warning you that you can’t get on
there. Moovit has teams to manually
adjust the timetable data so that the
route offered reflects what’s actually
running. One feature added last week:
Real-time information on when your
train or bus is coming. Rival services
typically rely on scheduled stops. You’re

on your own, though, figuring out
entrances and exits. Moovit has apps for
Apple and Android mobile devices and
Windows phones.

Citymapper
As with Apple Maps, Citymapper

offers specific exit information.
Citymapper now covers 29 cities world-
wide and is available on Apple and
Android mobile devices. The best part: It
tells you what part of the train to get on
so that you’re closer to your destination
when you get off.

Transit
Transit presents route choices in a

grid, which takes getting used to.
Others tend to give you recommenda-
tions to reduce work on your part. But
Transit does offer real-time schedules,
along with information on nearby bike-
and car-sharing services. It covers more
than 100 cities worldwide on Apple and
Android mobile devices. — AP

Take the A train? Apple, Google and other apps can tell you

Apple Maps, once a joke, 

now dominates iPhones
Google benefits as default on Android

NEW YORK: Apple Maps quickly became the
butt of jokes when it debuted in 2012. It over-
looked many towns and businesses and mis-
placed famous landmarks. It marked New York’s
Madison Square Garden arena as park space
because of the word “Garden.” The service was a
rare blunder for a company known for simple,
easy-to-use products. It’s a different story three
years later. Apple fixed errors as users submitted
them. It quietly bought several mapping compa-
nies, mostly for their engineers and other talent.
This fall, it added transit directions for several
major cities, narrowing a major gap with Google.
Apple Maps is now used more widely than
Google Maps on iPhones.

“They really did a great job in a short amount
of time,” said Alex Mackenzie-Torres, a former
Google Maps manager who’s now with compet-
ing transit app Moovit. “Apple has something
that few companies have - simplicity in design
mixed with high doses of pragmatism and prac-
ticality.” Apple’s significant investment in fixing
Maps underscores how important maps and
related services are to tech companies. Location
is key to helping phone users find restaurants
and shops, discover things to do and just get
around. It’s also big business, as app makers tap
into the core mapping functions of phones to
direct people in helpful ways and sometimes
offer them bargains based on where they’re
standing.

The quick turnaround also demonstrates how
easily companies like Apple can steer people to
their own services. Google Maps and various
third-party apps offer many features that Apple
Maps lacks, yet Apple cleverly turned user inertia
to its advantage. Many people use Apple Maps
just because it comes with the phone. Even if
you’ve taken the trouble to download a compet-
ing app, other iPhone services such as Siri and
Mail will invariably take you to Apple Maps.

Next leading competitor
Without the ability to steer users this way,

Apple “would not be in the position they are in,”
IDC analyst John Jackson said. “Not that they
aren’t improving the experience, but this helps
the cause.” Apple says its mapping service is now
used more than three times as often as its next
leading competitor on iPhones and iPads, with
more than 5 billion map-related requests each
week. Research firm comScore says Apple has a
modest lead over Google on iPhones in the US,
though comScore measures how many people
use a service in a given month rather than how
often.

Google still dominates among all US smart-
phones, though, in part because Apple Maps
isn’t available on Google’s Android system,
which is more prevalent than iPhones. In
October, Google Maps had more than twice as
many smartphone users as Apple Maps. Much
like Apple, Google benefits as the default on
Android.

For years, Google provided the default map-

ping service on iPhones. That changed as more
people relied on turn-by-turn voice navigation
with automatic rerouting, a feature Google
offered only on Android. Apple built its own
service from scratch and knocked Google Maps
off the iPhone’s home screen.

Fast learners 
Google’s initial forays into voice navigation in

2009 had problems, too, including directing
motorists to left turns at no-turn intersections.
But by 2012, Google Maps had improved signifi-
cantly. By then, more people knew how a map-
ping service ought to work - and Apple’s new
offering fell short. “I heard so many different hor-
ror stories that I was almost hesitant to try it,”
said Rick Ostopowicz, an iPhone owner in
Catonsville, Maryland. “I remember once, it was
taking me on a road that no longer existed.”

CEO Tim Cook apologized and promised that
Apple would “keep working non-stop” to deliver
the best experience possible. Without much fan-
fare, the service gradually improved. “We are fast
learners and we are fast at fixing things,” said
Greg “Joz” Joswiak, an Apple vice president who
oversees product marketing for iPhones and
related services. “We learned the maps business
incredibly fast.”

Apple now gets data from more than 3,000
sources for business listings, traffic and other
information. In adding transit, Apple sent teams
to map out subway entrances and signs. That
results in more precise walking directions, as sta-
tions can stretch for blocks and the center point
used by some services isn’t necessarily the clos-
est. Apple also started sending out vehicles with
sensors to map roads, similar to Google’s long-
standing practice.

Default behavior
By making Maps a core iPhone feature, Apple

made it easier for outside developers to include
mapping features in their apps. When you go to
Yelp, you can find directions to a business with
one tap. When you go to the Starbucks app, you
can see all the nearby stores. On the flip side, the
iPhone’s Siri voice assistant leads direction
requests straight to Apple Maps, as does tapping
on an address in Mail and other apps. With that
integration, users like Ostopowicz no longer hes-
itate. The default behavior isn’t just a competi-
tive advantage for Apple; it’s a convenience for
many users. But default settings mean nothing if
the experience isn’t good - as it most definitely
wasn’t three years ago. Kristi Denton, an iPhone
user in Austin, Texas, said that after getting bad
directions with Apple Maps long ago, she has
gone as far as to copy addresses and paste them
into Google to avoid the default Apple service.
Lots of users, though, have returned. And many
new iPhone users never experienced Maps at its
worst.

Third-party apps 
Google Maps, of course, has also been

improving. Last month, Google started letting
motorists store mapping data on their phones
so they can look up businesses and directions
even when cellular service is spotty. It’s available
on Android now and coming to iPhones soon.
Google also has mapped such indoor venues as
shopping malls and faraway lands as the
Galapagos Islands. Google has better search
tools for landmarks and business listings and
offers transit maps for more regions than Apple.
Google also provides biking directions and
options to exclude highways and toll roads from
driving directions.

Third-party apps, meanwhile, have their own
innovations. Waze - now owned by Google - is a
popular app for motorists to share traffic infor-
mation and avoid jams. Moovit is better than
both Google and Apple at factoring in tempo-
rary service changes in mass transit, while
Citymapper offers suggestions on whether to
board the front, middle or back of a train. Apple
says it’s not done improving Maps. But ultimate-
ly, Apple Maps doesn’t need to be the best. It
just needs to be good enough that its users
won’t look for something else. —AP 

SAN FRANCISCO: In this photo, the Apple
Maps app displays transit directions in San
Francisco. Apple, Google and several smaller
companies all help you get from point A to B
via public transit. —AP

SEOUL: South Korea unveiled yesterday an
ambitious plan to dramatically increase the pro-
duction of environmentally friendly cars by
2020, as part of global efforts to cut carbon
emissions and curb climate change. Under the
policy goals released by the energy ministry, the
annual output of “green cars” like hybrid and
electric-powered vehicles would increase
sharply from 80,000 this year to 920,000 over the
next five years. Seoul eventually hopes such
vehicles would account for 20 percent of all cars
sold in the domestic market, compared to the
current share of just two percent.

The issue of vehicle emissions has taken on a
higher public profile recently in South Korea as a
result of the scandal involving Volkswagen and
faked emissions standards. Last month, the envi-
ronment ministry ordered the German automak-
er to recall 125,500 diesel vehicles sold here and
fined the company more than $12 million.

The energy ministry said the new green car
policy would help Seoul cut carbon emissions by
3.8 million tons over the next five years. It vowed
to invest 150 billion won ($127 million) to help
local carmakers like Hyundai improve the range
of battery-powered cars and eventually drive
down prices. Hundreds of new electric charging
stations will be built across the nation with a tar-
get of 1,400 by 2020, compared to the current
number of 400.

“Environmentally-friendly cars...will account
for 50 percent of the global auto market by
2030,” the ministry said. South Korea has been

slow in adopting green car technology, with
consumers turned off by high prices and a lack
of charging stations.  But Hyundai-the South’s
largest automaker-has been seeking to expand
its presence in the global green car market that

is currently dominated by Japan’s Toyota.
Hyundai, which forms the world’s fifth-largest
carmaking group along with its smaller affiliate
Kia, plans to triple its number of fuel-efficient car
models to 22 over the next five years. —AFP

CARACAS: In this file photo, a “supermoon” is seen during the stages of a total
eclipse in Caracas. —AFP

NEW YORK: Flashing some interplanetary
gold bling and sipping “space water” might
sound far-fetched, but both could soon be
reality, thanks to a new US law that legalizes
cosmic mining. In a first, President Barack
Obama signed legislation at the end of
November that allows commercial extraction
of minerals and other materials, including
water, from asteroids and the moon.

That could kick off an extraterrestrial gold
rush, backed by a private aeronautics indus-
try that is growing quickly and cutting the
price of commercial space flight. The US
Commercial Space Launch Competitiveness
Act of 2015 says that any materials American
individuals or companies find on an asteroid
or the moon is theirs to keep and do with as
they please.

While the Space Act breaks with the con-
cept that space should be shared by every-
one on Earth for scientific research and explo-
ration, it establishes the rights of investors to
profit from their efforts, at least under US law.
Christopher Johnson, a lawyer at the Secure
World Foundation, which focuses on the
long-term sustainable use of outer space, said
the law sets the basis for the next century of
activity in space. “Now it is permissible to
interact with space. Exploring and using
space’s resources has begun,” he said.

Smaller startups impatient 
The US move conjured visions of the great

opening of the United States’ Western frontier
in the 19th century, which led to the
California Gold Rush of 1849. But for the
moment, the costs of pioneering the eco-
nomic exploitation of space remain exorbi-
tant and the risks high. Large companies are
still studying their options, but smaller start-
ups are impatient to get going, like Planetary
Resources, launched in 2012 by Google co-
founder Larry Page.

“It has often been a question as to
whether a commercial company will be able
to go out and develop a resource,” said Chris
Lewicki, president of Planetary Resources,
which bills itself as “The Asteroid Mining
Company.”But now, the Space Act “allows us
to give assurances to our customers and
investors as we build a resource business in
space,” Lewicki told AFP.  “Since the passage of
the law, we’ve been getting a lot of support
messages and our current investors are very
excited,” he added.

Meagan Crawford, vice president at anoth-
er ambitious asteroid miner, Deep Space
Industries, said that with the law’s passage
investors are no longer fretting that they are
wasting their money. “This is absolutely a big
win for us. We don’t seem crazy any more. We
don’t have to work very hard to convince
investors.”According to NASA research, of
some 1,500 asteroids within easy reach from
Earth, possibly 10 percent have valuable min-
eral resources.

Refueling satellites 
Both companies see great possibilities in

space: deposits of nickel, iron ore, gold and
platinum that could support the space indus-
try in the same way that the huge deposits of
iron ore in the US upper midwest laid the
foundations for the Detroit auto industry. But
their first target is water frozen in substantial
deposits on relatively close asteroids.  The
water’s value, more than just to drink, is in
providing hydrogen fuel for space vehicles. It
could supply a refueling station for the rock-
ets, for instance, destined to explore Mars.
And it could be used to refuel satellites in
orbit.

Lewicki says an in-space fueling station
could save hundreds of millions of dollars in
water transport costs. “If we can store that
water there, we can refuel rockets, satellites-it
will be a huge opportunity.  “You can refuel
your rocket in orbit; that makes it easier to
get it there, and cheaper.” The first space
prospecting missions could be launched from
2017, the companies say, and extracting min-
erals could begin as early as 2020.Deep Space
Industries is planning the deployment of 25-
32 kilogram (55-70 pound) mini-satellites to
asteroids with good prospects to better
assess their resources and bring back sam-
ples.

For its part Planetary Resources has
already identified asteroids for exploitation
using space telescopes place in orbit last year.
It plans to launch a small exploration satellite
early next year, Lewicki said. The two compa-
nies estimate that the new space gold rush
could need around $3 trillion dollars over the
next 10-15 years. For that, they need global
support for their operations, and need to
begin pressing other governments to adopt
laws similar to the US Space Act that will rec-
ognize a company’s rights to any space min-
eral riches it can harvest.— AFP

New US space mining law to 

spark interplanetary gold rush

This file image provided by NASA, obtained by the Dawn spacecraft, shows the giant
asteroid Vesta. — AFP

S Korea unveils ambitious green car push

LONDON: Britain’s National Crime Agency yester-
day launched a campaign to discourage young-
sters from becoming hackers after it found the
average age of suspects had plummeted to 17.
The NCA’s #CyberChoices campaign targets par-
ents of boys aged 12-15 who may be involved in
cyber-crime without their knowledge.  The adver-
tisement features a teenage boy, his mother and
his father sitting on the family sofa, with the par-
ents boasting about how intelligent their son is
and his IT expertise.

It is only when they mention that he joked
about robbing a bank that the parents realize their
son is actually a hacker, and the advertisement
ends with all three being quizzed by officers from
the NCA, Britain’s main agency fighting organized
crime, trafficking and cyber-crime.  “Over the past
few years the NCA has seen the people engaging
in cyber crime becoming younger and younger,”
said Richard Jones, head of the National Cyber
Crime Unit’s Prevent team.

The average age of suspected cyber criminals
featured in investigations involving the NCA this
year was 17, compared to 24 last year, said the
agency.  “We know that simply criminalizing young
people cannot be the solution to this and so the
campaign seeks to help motivate children to use
their skills more positively,” said Jones.

“These individuals are really bright and have
real potential to go on to exciting and fulfilling jobs.
But by choosing the criminal path they can move
from low level ‘pranking’ to higher level cyber crime
quite quickly,” he added.  The campaign aims to
educate parents on common forms of cyber-crime
such as Distributed Denial of Service (DDoS)
attacks that can knock out websites by flooding
them with data. Younger hackers have also increas-
ingly used software called Remote Access Trojans
(RATs) that allow people to remotely monitor and
take full control of another computer. The youngest
purchaser of such software was just 12 years old,
the NCA revealed. —AFP

UK police campaign targets

hackers as young as 12 yrs


